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JIM RAPER
FOUNDER SURREY H3
14TH APRIL 1975
PASSED AWAY
1ST APRIL 2017
Dear Readers, a couple of months ago your Hon Sec reported the death of Jim by way of an
Obituary that came from the Manila Hash who were seeking additional information on him whilst
with SH3, this after 20 years when Surrey H3 had little idea where he was, let alone whether he
was still alive or hashing.
For those who struggled through all 13 pages, a minority we suspect, it touched on his Surrey
days, but primarily , unsurprisingly, his financial deeds/misdeeds and time with the Manila Hash.
Simply he was viewed by them as a loveable old boy with a slightly dubious history. Sadly
Jim’s role in forming the Surrey Hash, or his demise, have not been acknowledged to date within
the main body of The Runday Shag, or for that matter in the Circle. Hence this missive.
For the majority who have no memory/knowledge of Jim this may seem a minor issue. However
without Jim’s initiative or perseverance over the first few years we would not be enjoying the
Surrey Hash today with its running/social balance which has held it together for so long. Those
early years were nearly entirely financed by him, whilst holding many social events to weld a
disparate group of people together.
It should be remembered that in 1975 Hashing was a new phenomena in the UK, and it took
a while to get converts/addicts. Also he was fighting many financial battles that kept him on
the front pages of the press, so he could have easily walked away. Very simply these words
are to say “thank you” Jim for the Surrey Hash, despite your complex and controversial
dealings, and the fact that all this occurred 44 years ago. Nevertheless there are still active
Members who remember Jim and enjoyed his largesse, namely:Sister Anna
Mrs G
Greenpeace
Captain Webb
Ear Trumpet
J Arthur

Uncle Gerry
Tequil’over
ABBA
Mrs Robinson
Master Bates

We therefore invite the above, at the very least, to join with us at a future Run to toast the
memory of Jim, with our grateful thanks.
Finally, for those not familiar with Jim or his background, below is a slightly updated Article
on Jim and Surrey’s early days that first appeared in the 2000th Magazine.
ON ON & ON Jim
Uncle Gerry
&
Tequil’over
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OUR FOUNDER - JIM RAPER
If you are wealthy, having made your pile in Singapore through clever but slightly dubious
property deals, have a fabulous home, including a tropical indoor swimming pool and riding
stables, with a trophy millionairess wife thrown in, you probably have as near a perfect material
life as it is possible to achieve, or so you would think.
Not so because it is the little things that you cannot buy or take with you that you miss above
all. In Jim’s case it was the Singapore Hash House Harriers, of which he was a member for
much of the 60s and early 70s. So if you cannot bring it with you what do you do?
The answer is simple, you create a mirror image in Surrey. And how do you do it? Well in
Jim’s case he put an advert in the Personal Columns of The Times, although they initially
resisted it believing he was organising a drugs fest. In addition he invited Westcombe Park
Hash to support the inaugural run, and rounded up a few friends and friends of friends, before
firing off Hash Notice No 1 (on yellow paper like Singapore), which ‘requested’ attendance at
6pm on Monday 14 April 1975 from the Stable Block of the Old Rectory, Little Bookham,
namely his country pile, the day and time again being Singapore practice.
Ten or so appeared, and after a brief explanation of what Hashing was all about (regrettably
the first pre-run circle) the pack ‘enjoyed’ a gentle trot of approximately ½hour (not a typo) in
the direction of Polesden Lacy before returning for a few ‘down downs’ out of a tin bucket and
mugs. Thereafter 2 matters of business were rapidly dealt with, namely:
1)
2)

Jim was elected Hon. Secretary (surprise surprise).
Despite Singapore practice; runs should in future be held on a Sunday at 11am to avoid
rush hour traffic.

From this fragile and small start Jim must have wondered how much legs, literally, the Surrey
Hash had. As we approach nearly 44 years of Hashing the clear answer is he gave it enough
foundations for it to not only survive but to grow and add many strings to its bow in social
terms. Therefore we salute you, naturally by way of beer in a tin mug.
Surprisingly Jim did not stay around that many years to enjoy the results of his project,
although the reasons for that were mainly of his own doing. Very simply his business affairs
were found seriously wanting by the City of London and Regulating Authorities, culminating in
him being found guilty of Contempt of Court and sentenced to 2 years in jail.
However Jim had long flown the UK nest and was
residing in Monaco and running with the Riviera
Hash, although occasional visits were made to Surrey
via the unguarded back door of Ireland. Subsequently
as extradition laws strengthened he returned to the Far
East, and rumour had it that he had ended up, after
earlier questionable business deals, in the Philippines.
Jim’s whereabouts was confirmed, out of the blue,
when the Manila Hash sought information about Jim’s
time with Surrey, and advised that he had both lived
and hashed in the Philippines, passing away on the 1st
April 2017 at the age of 89.
In truth a likeable rogue who if nothing else
breathed life into the Surrey Hash and paid for it for
the first 4 years out of his own pocket (or possibly
somebody else’s).

100 th Run

